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Stuttgart, 31 May 2017 

PRESS RELEASE 

ThinKing May – Intelligent development and manufacturing with help from the 

cutting edge manufacturing technology Digital Twin by FEINGUSS BLANK 

With Digital Twin by FEINGUSS BLANK, it is now possible to simulate production steps 

and identify areas of weakness before the actual production begins. Additive 

manufacturing offers the possibility of simulating each manufacturing step before 

taking the much more cost intensive steps of ordering tools and producing prototypes. 

These two procedures allow the actual component, as well as its production capability 

and cost structure, to be optimized and improved before the actual production begins. 

The Developement Agency for Lightweighting Baden-Württemberg is presenting this 

innovation as its ThinKing for May 2017. Leichtbau BW gives this label each month to promote 

innovative products or services from the lightweighting sector in the federal state of Baden-

Württemberg in the southwest of Germany. 

Is the geometry of the cast part right for the job? Is the material the optimal choice? Can 

material be saved? How can parts be manufactured at the lowest cost? How can the value for 

customers be improved? The FEINGUSS  BLANK team works to provide answers to all of 

these questions early in the development phase of a product. Digital Twin by FEINGUSS 

BLANK is the key to achieving long-term customer value. 

Fully digital development chain 

Different simulations are possible as part of the Digital Twin process. These include material 

simulation, FEM calculation, solidification simulation and topology optimization. From data 

provided by the customer, the development chain then proceeds as a digitized simulation. The 

simulation results for the different design and prototype phases allows the serial production in 

the manufacturing phase to be tailored to provide optimal value for the customer. 

After the optimization of the parts and the production process, additive manufacturing allows 

for a quicker time to market for innovative product solutions. The Company FEINGUSS BLANK 

has several processing strategies for the rapid production of affordable prototypes. Additive 

manufactured wax components for casting allow for the initial simulation of prototypes. The 

package also includes milled parts made of metal or wax for the initial attempts at production 

and implementation. Last but not least, the Riedlingen based company also produces additive 

manufactured prototypes made of metal using SLS (selective laser sintering) and other 

production methods. 

Reduced processing effort through intelligent lightweighting 

The Digital Twins simulation process offers the potential for weight optimization and reduced 

material and processing costs in cast component production. It also allows for the production 

of complex geometries, and materials can be implemented that are otherwise difficult to 
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process. Primarily however, it is the ability to recognize and exploit the potential for savings 

that makes the process more economical and attractive. Other advantages include the 

reduction of processing effort through intelligent lightweighting, the minimization of 

development time and the reduction of serial production set-up costs. 

The advantages of Digital Twins are clear: simulation allows for different versions of a product 

to be tested before the best version is selected. In addition to cost savings, the customer can 

also rely on secure planning and a competent and dependable development partner. 

Internet: www.feinguss-blank.de 

 

About FEINGUSS BLANK 

FEINGUSS BLANK is a family owned company with over 500 employees and over 50 years 

of experience in cast component manufacturing exporting to customers around the world. The 

company is among the leading high-quality casting companies in Germany. 

Few other metal forming processes can create such complex forms for comparatively 

economic conditions as casting using the lost wax technique. Highest quality standards, 

detailed precision and nearly inexhaustible material possibilities are the hallmark of casted 

parts produced by FEINGUSS BLANK. For more than five decades, we have been a key 

partner for the automobile industry, machinery manufacturers, plant engineers, electro 

technicians, precision engineers and many other sectors. 

 

Photos 

  

Captions: (right) Different simulations are possible as part of the Digital Twin process like FEM 
simulations / (left) FEINGUSS BLANK produces additive manufactured prototypes made of 
metal using SLS (selective laser sintering). Source: FEINGUSS BLANK. Reprint free of 
charge. 

 

Reprint free of charge. If you use this information for your own publication, please inform us and/or send us a copy 

of your publication. If you request an exclusive article on this topic or a specific aspect of this topic, please get in 

touch. We are happy to assist with any queries or refer you to a qualified contact. 

  

http://www.feinguss-blank.de/
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Editorial contact: 

Development Agency for Lightweighting Baden-Wuerttemberg 
Media and Public Relations 
Breitscheidstraße 4  
D- 70174 Stuttgart  
Tel.: +49 711 – 128 988-46  
Mob.: +49 151 – 5060 36 53  
mirko.hertrich@leichtbau-bw.de  
www.leichtbau-bw.de/en 
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